
MATH @ HOME
Math with toys

• Count blocks

• Sort toys by type, color, or size

• Put toys in order from largest to

smallest

• Play store with play money and toys

• Have child describe toys by size and

shape

• Estimate the number, weight, length

of toys

Around the house

Math in the kitchen

Outside the house

• Plant a garden with rows and

columns

• Count petals on different flowers,

blocks on the sidewalk, trees in the

yard, etc.

• Count how many times he/she can

jump rope, shoot baskets, do

jumping jacks, etc.

• Time how long it takes to jump rope

20 times, shoot 10 baskets, do 30

jumping jacks, etc.

• Find different shapes around the

neighborhood

• Count down days until family event

on calendar

• Create a temperature chart. Ask

questions (how many degrees

hotter/colder)

• Create a weather chart. Ask

questions (what fraction of the days

have been, sunny, rainy, hot, cold)

• Find the length and width of a room

• Make a map to scale of the house

• Create a family TV schedule and

track the amount how time watched

• Sort dishes in the dishwasher or utensils

• Count plates, utensils, cups, grapes

• Divide a plate of cookies or pan of brownies

evenly so each family member gets fair share.

Have them decide what to do if there are

leftovers.

• Help you adjust a recipe (double it, cut it in

half)

• Find our how many glasses of juice are in a full

carton

• Measure ingredients for recipes



MATH @ THE STORE
Before you go
• Sort grocery list into categories or

sort the items in store flyers

• Look at store flyers to estimate the

cost of items on a shopping list

• Show students coupons and let

them count out that number of

coins

At the checkout lane

In the store

Once you get home

• Make a sorting/grouping game out

of putting away items

• Have child give you the rule they

used to sort

• Play “guess my rule”. You sort items

and describe the category. Have

child determine which group you are

describing

• Round each item, then estimate

total cost

• Determine the change you will

receive if paying with cash

• Count change to make sure it is

correct

• Calculate final price of item with

coupon or percent off discount

• Look at unit cost to determine the

better buy

• Have your child estimate then weigh

produce

• Round items to the nearest dollar

• Look for examples of 3-d shapes in

the store

• Take note of measurements (number

of ounces on a can, weight of a box

of cereal, number of liters or gallons

in liquids



MATH ON THE GO
In the car

• Estimate total time or distance of a

trip

• Look for number words and phrases

on signs and billboards

• Look at numbers on license plate

and make the largest or smallest

number possible

• Use speed limit signs to calculate

how long it will take to arrive at

your destination (If we are driving

40 mph and we are travelling 20

miles, how long will the trip take?)

• At the gas pump have students

calculate the total cost

• Use odometer to calculate trip

distance

On the bus or train

• Read the bus or Marta schedule

• Calculate how long before next

bus/train comes

• Count the number of stops before

destination

• Search for numbers on signs, cars,

billboards



MATH @ THE RESTAURANT
At the restaurant

• Say “You can spend up to $10

without going over.  What could you

order?

• Ask “About how much do you think

the bill will be?”

• Ask “How much the tip should be?”

• Ask “What is the most expensive

reasonable meal we can order?”

In the Drive-thru

• Ask “About how much do you think

your order will cost?”

• Ask “ What’s the least expensive and

most expensive meal we could

order?”

• Ask “Can we all get a meal and spend

less than $20? How?”

• Ask “About how much should the tax

be?”

• Ask “Does it make sense to order a

large soda if there are free refills?”

• Ask “Is a kid’s meal a good deal?”



HOW TO HELP WITH 
HOMEWORK

When your child is 
not sure how to 
begin, ask:

• How can you organize your

information?

• Will a list or table help?

• What would happen if…?

• Show me what you did that didn’t

work.

• Can you explain the strategy you’re

using to solve this? Why did you…?

• What could you do next?

• Do you see any patterns?

When your child is 
working on a 
problem, ask:

• Can you tell me what you know

now?

• What do you need to find out?

• Can you estimate the answer?

• How might you begin? What can you

try first?

• Can you make a drawing or a picture

to get started?

• Does that answer make sense? Why

do you think that?

• How did you get your answer? Why

do you think it’s right?

• Convince me that your solution

makes sense. Explain it in a different

way.

When your child 
finds an answer, 
ask:


